presents:

Koh Lipe Perfect Heaven

The spirit of the journey

The ultimate tropical island: lovely Koh Lipe, surrounded by aquamarine waters,
shallow reefs full of colorful fishes and corals, and hosting a small selection of luxurious
accommodation at a stone’s throw away from the beach. Pure bliss and few
suggestions of activities to balance relax and discovery for an unforgettable and
exclusive holiday.
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Destination Koh Lipe
A warm, windy island surrounded by crystalline
waters, southern Thailand's Koh Lipe is blessed
with breathtaking environment, lovely and laid back
atmosphere, and fantastic marine life – a
combination that never fails to enchant the steadily
increasing number of tourists that chose it as
favourite destination each year. While Lipe's main
beach – Pattaya Beach – is already creaking under
the development, there are still relatively tranquil
surroundings here, even during peak season, with
several coves and walks through the jungle from one beach to another – be sure to bring along a torch for evening walks
though! Even better, there are plenty of boating opportunities around the island and the Adang Archipelago, or further away
in Koh Tarutao National Marine Park, where snorkelling/diving opportunities should not be missed. We can’t say Koh Lipe is
an unspoilt island – it is becoming one of the best favourite destination in the country after all – but we can say that it is the
closest thing to a paradisiacal tropical hideaway we have seen so far that also offers comforts for discerning travellers.
Transportation to Koh Lipe is available – and suggested – from Langkawi (one hour by speedboat), but also from Hat Yao (3
hors by minivan and ferry), or even Phuket (6 hours by speedboat). Pack your bags and get the ferry that from Koh Phi Phi
will take you to this gem of the Andaman Sea!

The Place | Idyllic Concept Resort

Nestled on Koh Lipe’s pristine Sunrise Beach overlooking the turquoise waters of the Andaman Sea, Idyllic Concept Resort is
set amidst a lush tropical backdrop and enjoys spectacular
views over the sea and outer islands. Its 16 bungalows reflect
a sophisticated, contemporary design, and provides the most
modern amenities – as well as breath-taking sunrises and the
comforting sounds of gently lapping waves. Check-in 7 nights
in a I-Sea Villa designed in light colours with minimalist decor.
Your villa offers its own sundeck and partial glass facade with
views out to the beach and the sea. In villa facilities include: a
flat screen computer, Wi-Fi, air-con, flat screen LCD 32” TV
with Satellite, separate indoor and outdoor rain shower with
hot and cold water, mini-bar, flash light.
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The Activities | Suggestions not included in the offer
Sailing Cruise
Sail around Koh Lipe and surrounding Islands for a
day out that will leave you with unforgettable
memories. Take in the beautiful sceneries, snorkel
among colourful shallow reefs, have a delicious
lunch and relax on the beaches of the national park;
explore the jungle with Chao Lay – the local sea
gypsies – guides.

Snorkel Excursion
Koh Lipe has some great snorkeling
straight off the beach, but the best
things can be seen on a snorkel trip
to the surrounding islands. In Koh
Lipe, just off Sunrise Beach you’ll
find Koh Kra and Koh Usen, with
great snorkeling respectively to the
right and left of the islands. Good
swimmers can swim from Koh Kra to
Koh Usen but fins are reccommended
here as the currents can be strong. Snorkeling off Sunset and Pattaya Beach are less spectacular but still ok – just keep an eye
on the tide (when it’s out you can get very close to the corals and it is easy to hurt yourself) in Sunset and the boats in
Pattaya. The islands surrounding Koh Lipe are part of a Marine Park and offer even better snorkeling. Our favourite snorkel
excursions around here include: a visit to Koh Hin Sorn and its strange rock formations housing a wide variety of soft corals and
marine life; Koh Lugoi with its interesting corals and beautiful fishes; Koh Tong, perfect to stop by for a picnic while watching
the monkeys; Koh Pung also offering breathtaking snorkeling spots. Grab mask and fins (easy to find for rent or buy anywhere
around the island) and discover this beautiful underwater world!

Tarutao Marine Park
The Tarutao National Marine Park consists of a group of 51 islands –
among which Koh Lipe – in the Southern part of the Andaman Sea, near
the Thai-Malay border. Besides Koh Lipe, the islands here are mostly
unmanned, covered in rain forest, fringed by unspoilt beaches and dotted
by caves: a tropical paradise that offers lots of excursion opportunities.
Dolphins, mantas and other rays, sharks, sperm whales, and plenty of reef
fish like clown fish, angelfish, lion fish can be spotted here. And although
over fishing has taken its toll on the fish population and some of the coral
has been damaged, there is still an abundance of marine life in this area. Other wildlife, present mainly on the larger islands,
include: crab eating macaques, wild pigs, monitor lizards, mouse deer, hornbills, sea eagles, snakes...a beautiful show for nature
and sea lover alike.
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Lipe Perfect Heaven | 7 nights proposal | Ref: HR 07
High season | 1 November to 19 December 2011; 11 January to 30 of Apr 2012 | excluding
the Easter Holy Week: THB 51.600 (about € 1.240)/couple in shared accommodation
Peak Season | 20 December 2011 to 10 January 2012 | the Easter Holy Week: THB 61.250
(about € 1.470)/couple in shared accommodation
Green Season | 1 May to 31 October 2012: weather condition may or may not allow travelling
to Koh Lipe; quotation will be provided upon request accordingly to weather forecasted for
the period of interest.
This proposal can be taken as it is, or can be arranged for a shorter or longer period.
To book or personalize this proposal please contact us at: info@classyfrontiers.com or visit us
at: www.classyfrontiers.com
This proposal includes:
- 6 nights accommodation at Idyllic Resort in I-Sea Villa inclusive of daily breakfast, tax and service charge.
This proposal does not include:
- Flight tickets from/to your country, available upon request.
- Transfer to Koh Lipe, available upon request
- Travel insurance
- All meals, activities and additional services not listed above and in the travel proposal description.
- All meals, activities and additional services suggested but not included in this travel proposal
Proposals and activities can be booked at the concierge counter accordingly to your convenient time.
Rooms are subjected to hotels availability.
Lower/higher category accommodation can be provided upon request.
Exchange rate between the Thai Bath and the Euro may be subject to change due to currency fluctuation. Classy Frontiers
reserve the right to adjust travel costs accordingly.
For terms and conditions, please visit: www.classyfrontiers.com/termsandconditions
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